Look closely at the scroll called Pacifying the South China Sea. What is the name of the Viceroy shown in the scroll?

What did the Emperor ask him to do?

Can you see that he appeared several times in the scroll wearing different hats? One is for summer and one is for winter. Draw them below.
2 What kind of weapons did the soldiers and the pirates use? Can you find them on the scroll and draw two of them below?

3 Find out the different ways the Viceroy treated the pirates, using the scanned scroll on the wall. Spot the scene where the pirates who surrendered were rewarded. What did they receive?

How were the ones who did not surrender treated?

Look for the photograph of a female pirate and her young son. What was her name?

4 Name some places in the world where there is still a danger of piracy today. (Look at the caption of the picture)

5 Can you find the famous western pirate flag? Draw it below. If you need a hint, go back to look at the “How Pirates Attack” interactive station again.

This flag is called the J____R____. It is b____ with a white s_____ and two white crossed b____s on it.